Karran Sahadeo \\ www.karran.tv

contact

I’m Karran and I build brands by developing concepts to produce physical and digital experiences,
event aesthetics, and media content. I do this by channeling years of experience absorbing cultures and
aesthetics informed by living on 3 continents and having a cup of tea.

karran@karran.tv

qualifications

competencies

MFA Photography - Cambridge School of Art

Branding: Development, marketing, strategy
Design: Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Adobe XD
Web Design: Analytics HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Atom
Video/Animation: After Effects, Final Cut Pro, Premiere Pro
Broadcast: OBS, Zoom, YouTube, Facebook

2011 - 2013
Cambridge, United Kingdom
BFA Graphic Design - Rutgers University
2003 - 2008
Newark, NJ, USA

647 781 9616

/in/karran @karr4n

career
Creative Director 01.2019 - Present | 1.75 Years
Business / Arts, Toronto, Canada
Creative lead responsible for establishing and maintaining the brand and developing concepts to produce multimedia
content that effectively communicates the value of Business / Arts, a national charitable organization that exhibits the power of
partnership between the business sector and the arts, to its stakeholders.
Quickly responded to the COVID-19 impact on the art sector by developing, producing, and hosting a 10-episode web
series titled “How are you Adapting?” which profiled arts leaders across Canada who took innovative approaches to their
programing and funding due complications arising from the physical distancing measures.
Led the development and implementation of the webinar format Business / Arts uses for its Arts Response Webinar series
which provides education and information for arts organizations nationwide. Webinars featured ministers and officials
from the government and artistic and executive directors from the top institutions in Canada. Audience registrations often
exceeded to cap of 1000 and about 80% of registrants consistently attended and stayed engaged according to analytics.
Works collaboratively with event stakeholders and venue technical team to develop concepts from sketches to physical
event aesthetics for B/A’s programs including its annual awards gala and art summit.
Examined media audiences when launching B/A’s Culture Track: Canada research to create engaging and appropriate
advertisements. Different approaches were taken across print (newspaper and magazine) and digital (social media). Google
analytics showed a drastic uptick in traffic across both organic and referrals channels.
Revamped the way B/A communicates to its mailing list audience by implementing procedures such as audience targeting
based on interests, simplifying the aesthetics to have a clear hierarchy, and using audience behaviours to send follow-up
campaigns. Analytics show subscriptions grew 350%, open rates increased by 25%, click rates doubled and the unsubscribe
rate fell.
Graphic Designer & Web Developer 09.2016 - 12.2018 | 2.25 Years
Business / Arts, Toronto, Canada
Supported the integrity of Business / Arts’ brand by creating print, digital, and motion designs that align with the vision of the
company.
Developed the new website for B/A which made navigation and accessibility top priorities to create an inclusive
environment. Analytics data shows that the average time spent on pages and pages visited is high while the bounce
rate is continually dropping.
Simplified the company’s profile and message by implementing a new brand direction that focuses on clean, clear, and
simple communication. This included downsizing the newsletter and creating curated and targeted messages to the many
stakeholders.
Ensured media for major events ran smoothly by liaising with the tech team of venues such as the Meridian Hall, Canada’s
National Ballet School, and The Globe and Mail Centre to conduct dry runs and occasionally taking on the role of technical
director during the event.

Artist, Designer, Creative Director 2008- Present | 12 Years
Freelance - working in New York City, USA; Cambridge, UK; Georgetown, GY; Toronto, CA
Working as a consultant to develop effective branding by using design theories and research to create print, digital, web and
motion designs as well as video production.
Chief curator of VISIONS, a bi-yearly exhibition taking place physically in Georgetown, Guyana and online, exhibiting works
that showcase the unique and diverse people and landscapes of Guyana while using the medium to address important
social topics. VISIONS was developed as a training tool to educate the Guyanese photography enthusiast about the
conceptual and story-based application and to provide an open and inclusive exhibition space for artists.
Became the coordinator (2014-15) of The Photography Sessions to create a more cohesive series of lectures that were
visually and conceptually engaging. A visual identity was created to properly brand and market the events and subsequent
media. During the run, the photographic lectures were presented at venue capacity and the website is still used as an
archive of Guyanese art and history.
Course Leader: Design and Photography

04.2014 - 7.2016 | 2.25 Years

E.R. Burrowes School of Art, Georgetown, Guyana
Hired to create and lead the photographic curriculum and graphic design curriculum which focused on fundamentals to
advanced theories as they relate visual communication at one of the only post secondary art schools in the Caribbean.
Introduced technology into the classroom by developing a student portal which hosted lectures, research sources,
and student grades. Web analytics showed a high level of student engagement and class participation showed a better
understanding of core concepts.
Developed lectures and studio classes to revolve around using clean, simple, and easy to understand visuals rather than
traditional notes due to the diversity of students who originate from different regions within the Caribbean. Assessments
showed students were learning at a quicker rate and retaining more information as compared to other courses.

timeline - practicing artist
Selected exhibiting artist in The Archive and the Contested Landscape, Cambridge, UK
Curator of VISIONS 2018, a photographic exhibition, Georgetown, GY
Selected exhibiting artist for Dreaming Guyana, a photographic exhibition, NYC, USA
Featured in Picturing the Place of Memory: An After-Exposure of Indenture, Duke University Press, USA
Selected exhibiting artist for Liminal Spaces, a photographic exhibition, NYC, USA
Featured in 16 Guyanese Artists Explore the Impact of Migration, Vice Creators, NYC, USA
Featured in Restorative visual narratives on the Guyanese migration experience, Guyana Chronicle, Georgetown, GY
Featured review in Guyana Chronicle, Georgetown, Guyana
Reviewed in the Guyana Chronicle for Un | Fixed Homeland, Georgetown, GY
Exhibited Georgetown, Guyana for ArtLanguageLocation2016, a group installation, Cambridge, UK
Published Narrative Photography in Guyana Times Sunday Magazine, Georgetown, Guyana
Reviewed in The Village Voice, NYC, USA
Selected exhibiting artist for Un | Fixed Homeland, a photographic exhibition, Newark, NJ, USA
Curator of Visions Exhibition 2016, a photographic exhibition, Georgetown, GY
Exhibited Something, Somewhere as a part of ArtLanguageLocation 2015, Cambridge, UK
Placed 3rd in the Photography Category of the Guyana Visual Arts Competition & Exhibition, Georgetown, GY
Judge of Capture Guyana: The Republic of Guyana Photographic Competition and Exhibition, Georgetown, Guyana

passions
Cooking: Sous vide or not sous vide?
Cycling: Currently exploring Toronto via bike.
Traveling: Lived on 3 continents in the past 5 years.
Reading: Diving deep into the Expanse series.
Comedy: Saturday mornings were made for British panel shows.
Photography: Currently documenting future condos in Toronto.

